PRO~DUCT IN!EWS

Welcome to our new Prlld'u.ct News page. lH'ere we wUlfe'ature new products o' linle'resl to the 'gear and gear products
markets. Til get more information an these items, pleas'e circle Ole!Reader Service Nlumber shown.
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be used for Joad and pressure in pection.
II perform. measurement to 0.00005"
and allows the II er to obtain maximum,
minimum and range value. imultaneously wilh one sweep of the part. The
EG·225 'ulisftes AGD Group II specifications. making it directly interchangeable with exi ting mechanical gages and
compatible with virtually every major
SPC data acquisition ystem,
Circle Reader Service No. A-33,

N'ew 'Grease for Severe
Duty Applications;
Nye Lubl',ic,ants is offering a new
NUn Gradel grease for heavily loaded
planetary gears, worm gear and other
devices. Nye Rheohibe 377AL j a synthetic hydrocarbon-based,
soap-gelled
grease blended with solid lubricant.
pecial anti.-wear additives and oxidetion and corrosion inhibitors. II comes
in 1-,7-.35- and nO-pound container
and i available for immediate delivery.
Circle Reader Service No.. A·30

AJr·'Dperated IGrease Pumpi
BUur Lubrication
Corporation
offers a. new centralized
lubricator'
called SureMatic. The unit can deliver
pre-selected amounts of grease to satisfy
a wide range of lubrication needs for
mall, medium and large machines.
Ruggedly con rructed to withstand no.mal industrial applications a well as
demanding environments, the unit is
offered in various reservoir configurations, from 2- to 5-liter capacjty. It has
fixed outputs from 1.0, to 6.0, cm) per
stroke. III built-in low level switchand a
springless weighted grease follower,
which permits the use of greases up to
and Including
L(JI No.2.
Circle Reader : en:ice· No.. ·32

Portable Ha;rdness Testier With SPC
K. J. Law Engilneers,. Inc. offers a
new. portable Veri met 77001 eddy current tester for performing on-location
inspection of large, bulky or difficult to
move paris. II is able 1.0 store multiple
setups (up to 10) and pro ide users wilh
basic SPC capabillily while sorting ferrous pari for proper heal treat, hardne ,case depth or material mixes.
Operates on either A' power or a single
battery charge for up 10 8 hours.
Circle Reader Service No.

Environmentally IFrliendly
FMd St'orag,eOption
Master Chemi.call Corporation
now
offers customers an environmentally
sound storngealtemative
for the company's line of cutting and grinding fluid
thai saves pace and shipping costs.
SpaceKrafl i a corrugated bulk container
that holds as much as four to six 55-gal·
len drums and requires 20,% le s storage
pace than· teel drums. After use, the
product can be recycled, biodegraded or
incinerated, rather than occupying costly

plant storage space. The system includes
four components: an outer corrugated
sleeve, a film bag, .11 corrugated cap and a
polyethyfene
hroud.
Circle Reader Service No. A-31
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Advsmled Spiral Bev,el Gear
Inspection System

Gage,for Measuring
Dimensions & !Displacements
Ono Snkk] T'fchnology, Inc, introduce the EG-225 digital linear gage.
deigned 10 measure dimensions, thickne s, curvature, eccentricity,
height,
depth, flames. variation, runout, roundness, di tortion and deflection. ]t can also

M& M Precision
Systems no.
introduced Command Link, a communications technology that u e spiral bevel
gear inspection data 10 make correction
at any CNC bevel gear machine automati ally. The sy I.em let M & M's QC
3000 Gear Analyzer transmit . etting
changes 10 correct for machining errors
throughout. the gear manufacturing
process. TIle Q 3000 system with spiral bevel gear oftware call indicate
tooth form errors, including toe, heel.
lengl},. width and bia for piral bevel
and hypoid gears,
Ircle Reader Service No. A·35
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SAVE WARRANTY
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COSTS WITH

machines can utilize conventional vitrified or CBN-plated grinding wheel .
They have user-friendly C Cs, automatic stock dividing, high frequency
spindles, internal grinding heads, topographical grinding and optional CNC
on-machine measurement of profile,
lead, pitch and tooth- to-tooth spacing.
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BENEFITS:
93-95Rc HARDNESS

Circle Reader Service No. A·37

LOW TEMPERATURE
Applied at under 250°F

Hydraullic Clamping IDevices

AMORPHOUS STRUCTURE
Resists chipping,
cracking & Peeling
HIGH ADHESION
Will not transfer

Automated IHoning Machine

AFFINITY FOR
LUBRICANTS
CHEMICAL RESISTANT
Impervious to most harsh
chemicals, acids and bases
UNIFORMITY
Surface replication with
no build up
TEMPERATURE RESISTANT
TO 2282°F
EXTREMELY THIN
(80 Millionths)

Sunnen Products Company's new
automated EC-3500 Power Stroked
Honing Machine provides consistent
bore size and finish without the labor
co I of a dedicated operator. The EC3500 features a patent-pending, twostage feed pressure which reduces cycle
times. The feed force available 'on the
machine is more !han twice (hat of previous honing machines. The EC·3500
offers adjustable spindle speeds up 10
3000 rpm and stroke rates up to SOO pm.
II accommodates a wide variety of parts,
including odd sizes. unusual shapes and
those with keyways and splines.

Alber. Schrem is offering a new
hydraulic loclmutthat accepts the S.B-S.
Balancing System for in-process balancing. The D93-U30 nul. fits on Gleason
Tag. Reishauer and Okamoto gear
grinders. Schrem hydraulic damping
devices are being used 10 clamp cutters,
workpieces, grinding wheels, shaper cutters. shaving cutters and other applications that require rugh pressure damping.
Oirel. Reader ervree No. A·J8

lrcle Reader Service No. A·3(j

Talyrond 262IMeasuring Machine
US & FOREIGN PATENTED

Rank Taylor Rob on inrreduces
the Talyrond 262, a 3·3:1(is circular
geometry measurement instrument with
automatic centering and leveling. The
Talyrond 262 will measure roundne s,
flatness. concentricity,
eccentricity,
squareness, runeut, parallelism, vertical
and horizornal straightness, coaxiality,
harmonic and slope. It also has faciliLies for Gaussian and bandpas filtering.
interrupted surface measurement. automatic edge detection and asperity
removal.
eirel. Reader ervlee No. A·39

DiamondBLACK· coated
lean have provided 7 times
the lear Ufe va. uncoated.
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P. O. Box 190
] 00 Somerset Drive
Conover, NC 28613-0190
1-800-368-9968
FAX 704-322~4636
CIRCLE A·46
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TECHNOLOGV

D,erlikon tNt Form Grind'ers
Uebhelili

announces

the new Opal

500 and 1000 CNC gear grinders from
Oerlik.on Gear Technology.. They are Send your new Iproduct releases
designed to help manufacturers of com- Gear Techno!log:y
1401llunt Avenue
mercial. truck and aircraft gears meet
productivity.
processing flexibility, : Elk Grove' Vli11age,ll60007
quick changeover and cost goals, The i fax: 708'-437-6618
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